
Chapter 296 

What is happiness and what is precious? Only when you get it back can you realize it. When Xiao 

Congcong loses his right hand, there is only pain and extreme pain. He is not yet aware of the 

consequences of losing his hand. 

 

The most distressing thing is his parents, ashen faced parents, ashamed grandparents with endless 

remorse. The reason why animals can last tens of millions or even hundreds of millions of years is the 

gene to protect their cubs. 

 

When xiaocongcong's hand was cut off, their house collapsed directly. If there is no Zhang Fan and 

Zhang Fan's sibling hospital today, the best outcome of the family is to fall apart. Yes, this is the best 

outcome. 

 

The worst outcome, I can't imagine, the worst thing may happen. Saving one life is better than building a 

seven level floating slaughter. How about saving the whole family. 

 

 

At the end of the operation, Zhang Fan, Li Liang, song Bing, anesthesiologist and itinerant nurse, like 

bodyguards, escorted Xiao congcongcong out of the operating room! 

 

 

Several people smiled and their originally sour bodies stood upright at this time. Doctors at this time are 

the happiest doctors, which is the so-called sense of achievement. 

 

 

When patients and their families are in despair, you rescue patients like superman. It feels great. Really, 

if you grade the so-called pleasure in the world, the doctor's sense of achievement can definitely enter 

the top three. 

 

This is the charm of this industry. It is tense and exciting. It can see the scenes of blood and broken limbs 

that others may not see in a lifetime, and the scenes that can make adrenaline soar. 

 

 

Then use the technology of more than ten years or even decades to save people from the cliff. It's 

exciting to think about this scene, but the process of liver is too cruel. It's really a chronic suicide! 

 

 

"Cong! My Congcong! " Children are always the heart of their parents. When xiaocongcong comes out of 

the operating room, xiaocongcong's parents are excited and anxious. This situation can't be described in 

words. When looking at the right hand in plaster. 

 



Wang congcongcong's mother is crying. Is she happy? Excited? be a survivor of a disaster? Maybe both. 

Grandma and grandpa looked at Congcong's small hands, slightly white hands, trembling hands and old 

tears. They wanted to go forward and hold the child in their arms, but they felt sorry for the child. They 

stood beside the child hesitantly and excitedly, and looked at the child on the flat car with tears flowing! 

It is estimated that this is the most unforgettable thing in their life. 

 

 

Dad and uncle were a little better and hurriedly looked at the doctor: "it's hard! Thank you very much 

for your hard work. If the child's hand ~ ~ really can't imagine! " 

 

A group of people crowded Xiao Congcong into the ward. Batu, who had been off work, didn't come to 

the hospital directly after he knew this. He knew that his coming to the hospital didn't play a big role, 

but went to a leader's home. 

 

 

Then, in the ward at this time, reporters and photographers were all present“ Dear viewers, this is the 

only hospital in our city that can do hand and foot replantation. Just this afternoon, a four-year-old 

child, ~ ~ ~ " 

 

Batu directly Soha all the relationships he can use! This kind of live coverage by TV stations can't be 

obtained by money. He did the same. It's true that the language refined by these ancestors of China 

tastes all kinds when they chew it! 

 

Xiao Congcong is like a little beast who has left his mother for a long time. He shrinks in his mother's 

arms, holds his mother's clothes tightly with his left hand, and plunges his small head into his mother's 

chest! Although the right hand is in plaster, the fresh skin can't be seen at all. This is a hand that has 

been cut off. 

 

Old Chen Hongguang was full of faces in front of the camera. Barabara kept saying, anyway, how 

dangerous children are, how hard doctors in the hand and foot hospital work, and how superb their 

skills are. 

 

Originally, this thing was for Zhang Fan to do, but Zhang Fan didn't want to appear in front of the 

camera. Batu was not very suitable. He could only be Lao Chen. 

 

Lao Chen, who has never been so popular in his life, is excited. He is really too excited. When he first 

faced the camera, his words have a strange emphasis, but the doctor's psychological quality is not given 

in vain. The more he says, the more he goes, and he keeps talking~ 

 

After the operation, Zhang Fan explained to Li Liang and them, and quietly left home. Because he did 

everything he could! When he was successful, he leaned over and went away. Zhang Fan walked so 

naturally! 

 



Happy, Zhang Fan at this time is also very happy. He is also a normal man and a young man with a full 

sense of achievement! Walking on the road, he was not in a hurry to take a taxi and hummed an 

unknown tune. He was so happy, so unspeakable. 

 

"Are you home?" Zhang Fan called Shaohua, 

 

"Yes, do you work overtime today? The family has reserved food for you. Are you coming soon? If I go to 

heat it up for you soon, you can eat it at home. " Shao Hua is reading a book. 

 

She is very used to the fact that Zhang fan can't come to dinner on time. 

 

"Eat, I'm coming now. I miss you! " Zhang Fan suddenly said. 

 

"Well! Hehe, I miss you too! Come back and take it! " Zhang Fan rarely shows such a warm emotion. 

Although Shaohua doesn't know why Zhang Fan is so happy, Shaohua is very satisfied to think of her at 

such a happy moment. This is a lover, this is a very rare lover! 

 

Home is a harbor, a shelter from the wind and rain, and a small nest to relieve fatigue and fatigue. Get 

rid of Zhang Fan, who is striding, and walk in the direction of home. 

 

In the ward, including congcongcong's aunt, all smiles. After the live broadcast, Lao Chen clearly told 

congcongcong's parents that the child's right hand has little to do with it. In the future, with growth, the 

function can almost return to a normal state, which will never affect future life. 

 

This is like a shot in the arm. It doesn't matter if xiaocongcongcong's family had a dark sky and a clear 

sky. As long as their children can be healthy and healthy in the future and don't leave any disability, it 

makes them the lowest requirement. It's not high to be realistic. 

 

At sunset, a long figure accompanied Zhang Fan, walking in the streets of birds and flowers, the world is 

so beautiful. I hope this scene and this feeling will last forever! 

 

Rheumatology department, Zhang Fan's patient was discharged slowly. The fat manager in Quark county 

is much better after taking medicine. Gout still needs to be controlled by himself, lose weight and take 

care of his mouth, which is not a disease. But often, few people can manage their mouth and lose 

weight! 

 

Sister Li was also discharged from the hospital. When Sister Li's platelet increased slightly, Zhang Fan 

performed splenectomy for Sister Li, and then resolutely divorced. She didn't want anything. She was 

clean out of the house. Under the careful care of her beloved, her rapid recovery can be regarded as 

hard work and happiness! People are so strange. She has experienced the dying and cherishes this hard-

earned life. At the moment, she seems to be the happiest woman in the world, snuggling up to the 

sweet! 

 

After all the patients in his hands were discharged from the hospital, Zhang Fan also came to the time of 



graduation. Originally, there were many departments, but Ouyang didn't want Zhang Fan to transfer to 

another department. 

 

After graduation, Zhang Fan was informed to go to the dean's office in the medical office. There is a joke 

among all the doctors in the municipal hospital that the Secretary's office door is the city gate. He can go 

in and out at will. The secretary is a very kind welcome! People are so mean. If you are weak and 

incompetent, anyone can step on it, even if you are a leader? 

 

The old man's work in the hospital was so sad that he had no sense of existence. But Dean Ouyang, for 

all the medical staff up and down, one is one, that is the horror! 

 

Understand business. Some internal medicine directors are not as good as her, so don't even think 

about fooling her in business. 

 

In this environment, it is a relatively fair leader who can convince people to do things. 

 

Sharp words always point to your heart and don't give you face at all. 

 

Protect the cub, very protect the cub. When you are outside, you will always be like a female wolf, 

protecting the medical staff behind you. Who is not afraid of such a respectable and terrible old lady 

Dean? Who doesn't respect? 

 

Of course, Zhang Fan is no exception“ Enter! " Ouyang always takes reading glasses and stares at the 

people who come in in the office. 

 

"Dean, you're looking for me." Zhang Fan said with a smile and closed the door of the office by the way. 

He didn't know if he had done anything to make Ouyang dissatisfied recently, so he closed the door first. 

When he was cleaned up, the people outside wouldn't know! He has experience! Now Zhang Fan has a 

head and a face! 

 

"Out of school?" Ouyang put down his papers, took off his reading glasses, sat down and stared at Zhang 

Fan with sharp eyes. 

 

Zhang Fan's liver trembled. He didn't do anything! He was puzzled. Ouyang seemed to be trying to clean 

up people. 

 

"Well! Out of school. " 

 

"I heard you've fallen in love with Lu Jianping recently?" 

 

"No?" Zhang Fan's father-in-law can't figure it out in a word. 

 

"Not yet. You almost beat everyone's family in the rheumatology department! Not yet. Do you want to 

wear this white coat? What are you, a policeman? A wild man? " Ouyang said, "bang!" Slapped the 



table. 

 

The old man was so angry that others might think it a mountain out of a molehill. In fact, this is really 

not a fuss. If Zhang Fan didn't hold back or was not held by the head nurse that day, he did it. 

 

You don't have to beat others. As long as you do it, Zhang Fan is really dangerous. If the other party 

refuses, Zhang Fan probably won't have a chance to wear this white coat again. 

 

"Dean, don't be angry. I'll never do that again. " Zhang Fan quickly admits his mistake and picks up the 

documents Ouyang encountered underground. 

 

"Angry! I'm sad. Do you know? It's because of your blood. Once something happens, you will regret it. 

What does the Security Department of the hospital and the police station at the gate do. Furnishings? " 

 

"No, I didn't care!" 

 

"Didn't you care? If you don't care about it, you can be kicked out of the industry by others. Do you 

understand. How did you learn the laws and regulations in medical practitioners, and how did you copy 

the more than 500 points? " 

 

Ouyang is always the old lady who can hurt your heart. When you make mistakes, your advantage may 

be the weapon pulled out by the old lady to attack you! 

 

Zhang Fan lowered his head and said nothing. What else can he say. He was speechless by what the old 

lady said. The boxing feeling of others is painful, but it's true. 

 

The president of a third class hospital can care so much about a small doctor that Zhang fan can't be 

moved. 

 

"Remember?" 

 

"Dean, remember! Never forget! " Zhang Fan quickly looked up and said. 

 

"Just remember, I'm afraid. I'm afraid you'll forget when you go out! You should know that you are a 

doctor and your natural duty is to save people. Your greatest duty is to treat and save people, not the 

aunt of the neighborhood committee. " 

 

"Yes, your impulse at that time was an expression of a sense of justice and responsibility, but you still 

have a greater responsibility and a greater sense of justice waiting for you to complete. What's right and 

what's wrong? Let's go! " 

 

"Yes!" Zhang Fan nodded. At this time, he is like a child in junior high school! Where else is director 

Zhang! 

 



"Sit down!" 

 

Zhang Fan carefully sits on the reception sofa. Ouyang comes over with a teacup. After sitting down, 

Zhang Fan quickly brings water to Ouyang and continues the teacup. This is not Zhang Fan's good eye. 

One of the surgical inpatients in the third class hospital is counted as one. This observation is the basic 

skill. If you want the master to take out the Kung Fu of pressing the bottom of the box, you must flatter 

the master first. 

 

Otherwise, people's technology is not in vain. Why should I teach you? There are many hospitalized 

dogs, not you! 

 

Hospital management is a dual regulation system. Positions and professional titles often crush 

everything in other units, but in hospitals, professional titles can definitely compete with positions. 

 

Higher level doctors, lower level doctors, senior doctors and junior doctors have distinct grades. 

 

"Pour yourself a glass of water. How about it? I've been in the hospital for more than a year. I've 

transferred many departments. It's almost time to fix the Department. " 

 

"I haven't finished yet! Shennei, Nephrology, emergency ~ ~ " 

 

"Hi! You're not in a hurry. Other transferred doctors and eight immortals cross the sea are in a hurry to 

determine the Department, but you think there are still several departments that haven't been 

transferred. Why don't you want to settle? " After taking a sip of tea, Ouyang stared at Zhang Fan and 

asked. 

 

"No, no, I didn't listen to you. Can more departments lay a solid foundation?" 

 

"Well, I guess you can understand my idea, and you can understand it in the transferred doctor. The 

difference is that those who need to be tamped do not want to be tamped, and those whose foundation 

has been tamped are not satisfied. OK, it's time to end. It doesn't make much sense to transfer. I asked 

many department directors, and none of them was not satisfied with you. What's up? Do you want to 

do internal medicine? Like cardiology. " 

 

Ren Li, the director in her heart, has specially discussed this problem with Ouyang. They, who were born 

in internal medicine, think Zhang Fan is a good seedling in internal medicine. It's a waste to go to 

surgery. Although Zhang Fan has made some achievements in surgery, for them, the surgeon is just a 

craftsman! 

 

Zhang Fan's hair stood up as soon as he heard it. Although internal medicine is very important, he still 

likes surgery in his heart. Massive bleeding, crushed bones and tumors that need to be removed 

everywhere in the body are so attractive and fulfilling! 

 

"Dean, that, that ~ ~" Zhang Fan stammered a little! 



 

"Ah! Needless to say, as soon as I heard it, I knew you didn't want to. All right, it's not sweet to force a 

twist. Let's go to surgery, or according to your department, orthopedics. Take a rest and report to the 

orthopaedics department! " Ouyang was a little disappointed. She also hoped that Zhang Fan would go 

to cardiology, because she was born in cardiology! 

 

"Dean, I also want to go to the hematology department." Zhang Fan said a little embarrassed. 

 

"Huh? Well, go. " When Zhang Fan came to the door, Ouyang stood up and said, "remember, think 

about everything! Is a hot-blooded punch a doctor should have? " 

 

"Yes! Dean, I'm leaving. " 

 

"Go!" 

 


